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Abstract 

 

Globalization with its transnational companies and interconnected information 

technology has turned the world into a global society. Global mobility of capital, goods, 

ideas and people takes place across national territories like never before. The possibilities 

and choices facing the individual in a global world are appealingly wide-ranging. For his 

material ambition, he is ready to sideline his traditional root, community bonding and 

national affiliation. Without the traditional supports, one correlates with modernity, such 

as strong family networks, community and organized religion, the individual has to 

interpret and negotiate the world at his own risk. He has become increasingly self-

dependent and increasingly vulnerable simultaneously. For him, homelessness becomes a 

human condition. In Transmission, Kunzru depicts career-oriented, self-centred 

characters like Arjun and Guy, outside their local settings. They were at first half-blinded 

by sparkling global opportunities, and then they are turned upside down by the very 

things which attract them. In the course of the story, they find a way out of the global trap 

they put themselves in. Kunzru’s fiction comes out as a narrative of resistance against the 

onslaught of globalization.     

Keywords: globalization, cyber-culture, cyberspace, transnational, dislocation.  

 

One opens a palm-sized tablet and one connects to every part of the world. One 

window opens in infinite other windows. The world shrinks into a global locality where 

goods, services, capital, ideas and peoples move across borders and twirl in unlimited 
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circles. Globalization provides us thousand opportunities and choices, but ‘in many cases, 

commercial interests and values have superseded concern for the environment, 

democracy, human rights and social justice.’(Stigliz, 20) It gives us environmental 

problem, corrupt political process, rapid change without time for cultural adaptation, 

social dissolution resulting in urban violence and ethnic conflicts. Paranoia of 

homelessness replaces the idea of home rooted in a particular locality. Once one crosses 

borders work elsewhere, one may not return at all. Hari Kunzru’s Transmission (2004) is 

a narrative of worldwide connections and disconnections, of interlocking disparate 

destinies, about the global strollers and plural places, about the clashes of virtual 

cybernetic culture and the real world. He puts professional nomads like Arjun and Guy in 

such a global technological landscape and contests globalization.  

 

Carried by the waves of globalization 

In the beginning, Kunzru wrote about ‘the globe contracting like a deflating beach 

ball.”(60029 It touches a key aspect of globalization, which is defined as “the 

intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant localities in such a way 

that local happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice versa’. 

(Giddens, 64) Arjun Mehta, one of the protagonists, was soon to be hired by a 

multinational company based in the States which offered the benefits of globalization. 

Arjun walked into the office lobby in New Delhi for a job interview and saw a row of 

clocks displaying the time in key world cities: ‘New Delhi seemed to be only two hours 

ahead of New York, and one behind Tokyo.’(6) His job of computer programmer was for 

a company situated in the United States, or America, where the interviewer promised to 

send him and “start making you (him) rich” (10), where “good programmers like you 

(him) are gold dust.”(10)  

 Consequently, recruited by an NIR for a Californian computer firm, Arjun Mehta 

got himself a passport and visa to America, the Silicon Valley. He believed his dreams of 

affluent life would be fulfilled. His migration also acknowledges the receding influence 

of the nation-state. When Arjun Mehta informed Mr. Khan (employer, Mr. Khan, at Indus 

Fancy Products Pvt) about his news of working in America, Mr. Khan became angry as if 
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he had been betrayed. Mr. Khan said, ‘There is the matter of loyalty. And the matter of 

patriotism. Who has trained you to do this work? India! Who has provided the schools? 

What do you think it means for you to take yourself abroad, instead of using your talents 

for the good of the nation?’ (22).  

But, these nation-loving words seem out of place in Arjun’s lexicon. He replied 

that if India had wanted him for something it would probably have asked and he wanted 

to earn more money, and all those good things of life money could buy. When moving 

towards the airport, he showed no sign of any regret or homesickness about leaving India. 

Carried by the waves of global opportunities, he was happily looking forward to his life 

in America: ‘With the bill boards promising denim and sports shoes, the clothing outlets 

on the approach road beckoned like a premonition of the American future.’(30) His 

national affiliation fades and he gives way to the whole attractive idea of consumerism 

increasingly fundamental to the construction of our contemporary everyday lives, to the 

re-structuring of our relationship to the society and the self. 

In 1990s, a new social and cultural movement made up of young professionals in 

large cities quickly emerges throughout the world. Arjun belongs to the new classes of 

computer-educated people prepared to migrate or re-migrate and respond to the pull of 

centres of power and wealth and the new opportunities in international trade and global 

industry. Allen and Massey indicate that globalization is multi-dimensional, a series of 

complex global ties among multimedia, finance, trade and culture. The actions of 

transnational companies are behind the globalization of production. Companies do not 

base their decisions on a national basis, but often on a global scale. World financial 

markets are connected with information technology. Capital and resources can be 

exchanged around the globe at a touch of a button. This is invisible to individual, but the 

effects of such a process are very real. As more and more companies work on a global 

basis, critical decisions are made about the capability of a person’s job thousands of miles 

away, and the person or persons responsible for making these decisions are likely to be 

more more-headed and less sentimental than if they were part of the community. At the 

beginning of twenty-first century, the desire to travel abroad has apparently become a 
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right or a need. As global consumers, we expect to travel abroad and consume global 

cultures in the process. (1-5) 

 Arjun’s lack of patriotism has nothing to do with any hatred for his home-soil. It 

is more to do with his need to travel abroad and be a part of the global consumer. He is 

taken out of his immediate locality to be submerged in a global culture. Harvey points out 

that the acceleration in production and the associated acceleration in exchange and 

consumption have caused an increasingly volatile and ephemeral market. Our cultures 

become increasingly unstable and disposable to the extent that we live in a world where 

we throw away “values, lifestyles, stable relationships, and attachments to things, 

buildings, places, people and received ways of doing and being.” (289) By choosing to 

work in the States, Arjun too threw away his Indian life. He floated on the dream of 

affluent American lifestyles which (he later discovered) was simply a glittering 

projection of the global media. When selected for a job in a computer firm in the United 

States, his family also thought Arjun would become a rich man there.  

Not to disappoint his family, he played this game of big achiever with them 

though the reality of the Great America Dream is ugly. His vulnerability was quickly 

exposed. A year in the States taught him that “living his dreams was proving 

difficult.”(35) Reduced to a sort of postmodern ‘stroller’, he shifted from one job to 

another and was never in one place. He desperately experienced that “the sense of being 

diminished by this environment had become a suspicion of actual physical shrinkage.” 

(38) His American dream turned out to be a mirage. He suffered the pathetic condition of 

a man looking for a job for mere survival.  He had not the heart to tell the truth to his 

family back home. “He had made no money, gained nothing at all since coming to 

America, except a new and harder picture of the world.” (45)  

Nevertheless, his life got a little better when he handed a job at Virugenix, 

Washington State. The work environment at the Virugenix was that of a postmodern 

company: ‘Everyone left their phones on voicemail and most wore headsets while they 

worked; creating a private sonic space that was, according to custom, violated only in an 

emergency. Interaction was via email, even if the participants occupied neighbouring 

cubicles. This made sense to Arjun. Personal space is valuable.’ (55) Arjun’s social life 
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was very limited. ‘In the Cafeteria, like many of his colleagues, he tended to eat alone. A 

lot of people in the AV team shunned the communal areas of the campus altogether, 

finding them threatening and unpredictable. Though he followed the workaholic 

Virugenix ethos (unofficial company motto: ‘Sometimes it is noble to sleep in the crawl 

space on your desk’) in his rare moments away from his cubicle he sometimes craved 

conversation.’(55-56) He was on “one of those slaves visas,” as called by Chris, “being 

paid a fraction of what it would cost Darryle to hire an American engineer.” (64) He 

realized that software engineers from the third world like him was being employed and 

exploited en Mass because it was a job without job security. He was one of the new 

indentured labourers in the cosmos of global technological companies.  

 

Emotionally Stunted Kids of Cyber Culture 

Arjun Mehta’s life, like individuals immersed in cyber worlds, is more and more 

interlaced with the world of simulacra than the real physical interaction. He lives in a 

hyper real world dominated by the images generated by the mass media, Hindi cinema 

and the virtual computer reality. Sometimes, he forgets the boundary between the real 

and the unreal and his identity becomes fluid like many of our cyber identities. The 

images are so dominant that he sometimes fails to identify anything that can be described 

as “real”. Our world is ‘caught up in a mad pursuit of images… accentuated by video and 

digital images. We have come to the paradox that these images describe the equal 

impossibility of the real and the imaginary… In the absence of rules of the game, things 

become caught up in their own game; images become more real than real; cinema itself 

becomes more cinema than cinema,… it does no more than resemble itself and escape in 

its own logic, in the very perfection of its own model.’(Baudrillard, 194-99) 

Arjun’s personal identity seems only a simulation as it is structured along the line 

of Hindi cinema and computer-generated realities which demand little social interaction, 

alliance with the real outside world except through virtual friends with fictional names in 

chat rooms on the internet. Digital technologies are the infrastructure of cyberspace. For 

Arjun, this new space is a part of his everyday life, the place for communication, 

sociability, organization, transaction and exchange of information. Even before he left 
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Delhi, he was one of the consumers who appeared to live in a global culture where he had 

almost immediate access to events going on in the world at any given time and at a touch 

of a button. 

He saw a computer when he was ten. From then on, his relation with computer 

and its inner mechanism and virtual reality next went on non-stop: ‘hungry for more 

computer time, he would beg or steal it where he could: libraries, college labs, the house 

of richer or luckier school friends. He particularly loved to run simulations…commercial 

god-games; cities and armies; a simple world of different-coloured daisies; clusters of 

digital cells switching each other form red to blue. Watching populations of computer 

creatures grow and die, he found himself meditating on the scale, wondering in a teenage 

way, if his own world was nothing but a stupendous piece of programming, a goldfish 

bowl system running for the amusement of others cosmically bored teens.’(102) He 

entered cyber chat rooms and interacted with the like-minded virtual tribe. He created 

computer viruses and “by his late teens had begun to excel in all sorts of more 

conventional programming tasks.” (103)  

Arjun wanted love, but it was only the image and thought of love that he was 

deeply interested in. His obsession with the movies of Leela, the Bollywood heroine, is 

an example. His relationship is only with the digital images of men, women and digital 

cyber community. He has almost no real normal relationship with anybody. Kunzru wrote 

ironically:  

Perhaps the rise of Love has something to do with cinema, or independence from 

the British, or globalization,… in India (the most disco nation on earth) Love is a 

glittering madness, an obsession, broadcast like the words of a dictionary from 

every pen stall and rickshaw stand, every transistor radio and billboard and TV 

tower. (104-5)  

Melodramatic images of romance projected by Bollywood movies shape his idea of 

relationship. Sometimes, Arjun ‘could feel the need for another person as a head ache 

inside, an alien presence which had formed in his chest like a tumor.’ (105) this need for 

someone real is only “an alien presence”, something outside his system of 
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comprehension. He cannot know it as it belongs to the outside world of flesh and blood, 

of face-to-face understanding and real communication. 

Arjun looks at the outside world through the fantastical lens of cinematic 

representation. He worshiped Leela Zahir, “a rising star, India’s new dream girl, 

shinnying up the greasy lingam of the Mumbai film world.” (4) He watched all her 

movies and even used her name and movie clippings for his computer viruses. On his 

flight to America, he saw N2L2 in the plane: ‘Were he (Arjun) not a committed scientific 

rationalist, he would have taken it as a sign, a blessing on his endeavour, that this film 

was the airline’s entertainment choice.’ (33) He saw a Karmic relation in that and 

convinced himself he was on that plane for that very reason. Kunzru jocularly explained 

Arjun’s obsession: ‘Not everyone would make a major life decision on the basis of a 

movie. To make any kind of decision at all on the basis of Naughty Naughty, Lovely 

Lovely, and entertainment, so light as to be almost gaseous, is the mark of a true devotee 

of popular cinema.’(23)  

The movie hero, Rocky Prasad, also became his role model. He saw it as “nothing 

less than a call to change his life.”(33) What he had seen and imagined through Hindi 

cinema formed his romantic reality. When he walked past through the security 

procedures at Virugenix, he ‘sometimes imagined film plots in which he… worked 

against the clock to outwit evil Pakistani virus writers who were holding Leela Zahir 

hostage.’(52) Arjun is one of the “ordinary people who come to live, play and act out” in 

the post-modern landscape where ‘it is no longer possible to recognize the boundary 

between the screen and the street, between cinematic fantasy and the creation of the 

urban. Representations of cities are becoming cities. Life is becoming a virtual reality.’ 

(Dear, 206)  

When he was sacked from the Virugenix, instead of assessing the situation 

realistically, he said to Chris, the bisexual girl with whom he had slept only once: ‘It’s 

you and me against the world now.’ At this, Chris stared at him in horror and thought to 

herself, ‘What movie was that from?’(97) Chris, an ex-hippie, was interested only in 

temporary relationships, with no commitment, almost no “societal bonds”. When Chris 

said she didn’t love him, Arjun crashed like a computer programme. Burdened with the 
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depression of losing his job and the shocking uncertainty of his American life, he faced 

the obscurity of the slippery reality. To him, she seemed like an indecipherable machine. 

‘Some of them are just machines’ and “broken automaton.”(98) He knew she lived-in 

with Nic. Yet in an infantile way, he assumed she loved him: ‘We’re together. That’s 

how it’s supposed to be.’ (98)  

Sleeping only once is not a criterion for a strong bond. He missed this simple 

logic and the whole structure of his inner world came apart. Living in the global fast lane 

does not leave any room for cultural adjustment. He lost control of himself as his world 

of predictable computer codes conflicted with the unpredictable real world:  

When you write code you are in control. You construct a world from first 

principles, drawing up the axioms that govern it, setting it in motion the engines 

of generation and decay. Even in a computer environment designed by someone 

else you can relax, safe in the knowledge that you are engaged with a system that 

runs according to potentially knowable rules. From this perspective the real world 

possesses the paradoxical quality of not feeling real enough…. Reality ought to be 

transparent, logical. You should be able to unscrew the fascia and view the 

circuitry inside. (98) 

Sure, life in the real world does not follow the predictability of mathematical computer 

codes. Computer codes have no emotion and no emotional hiccup. Circuitry of human 

emotion does not follow reason only. His own reality slips away and is caught in a 

situation where the division between the real and the imaginary implodes. He is an 

extremely skillful computer engineer, but an emotionally stunted kid. Far away from the 

safety of his family, jobless, isolated and depressed in a strange place, he discovered his 

inadequacy as a person and the ineptitude of his technical talents to confront life.  

 

Guy, another Victim  

Guy, the CEO of Tomorrow* in London subtly reinforced Arjun’s situation. 

Almost like Arjun, while summarizing the aims and ideals of his agency, Guy ‘had 

always like the Skywalkeresque note of the last sentence, and the Force had indeed been 

with Guy Swift: the Mission’. (19) In his fruitful career, Guy had “raised awareness, 
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commercial vision, evoked tangible product experiences and takes managers on 

inspirational visual journeys.”(19) He would remind his clients “Humans are social,” and 

‘We need relationships. A brand is the prefect way to come together. Human input 

creates awareness and mines the brand for emotion. In a real way, the more we love it, 

the more powerful it gets.’(20) He knew the necessity of brand, emotion and relationship, 

yet ironically, he failed to form any stable human bond with Gabriella, his beloved.  

Guy considered his parents’ “upper-middle-class-occasional-church goers” values 

parochial. He regarded their “belief in the virtue of moderation, their suspicion of 

pleasure and their obsessive thrift” as “self-denying rubbish.”(207) He thought himself 

lucky that “all the horrible fifties austerity which had produced them, all that dullness still 

hanging around when he was growing up, had been wiped away. There was money now. 

Money and balsamic vinegar and Design.”(207) Guy is a by-product, a sparkling-eyed 

child of the global city. ‘We were on top because we were better adapted to the 

environment of the global city. We took chances and made opportunities for ourselves. 

We knew how to network, how to manipulate the flows of money and information to 

produce Results.’(207) 

His existence was extreme. At one point, he thought ‘life was just a string of taxis. 

Hope out of one and into another, like a sequence from a Beetles movie.’(210) When he 

slept, he dreamt of tall buildings. He knew, at heart, a simple mistake could lead him to 

his downfall. When his dream was falling down, he desperately wanted to talk to his lady 

love, Gabriella. He felt her importance. He wanted to buy a gift to her as ‘money… was 

something she understood. If she was thinking of breaking up with him, perhaps a display 

of economic confidence stood a chance of changing her mind.’ (209) He measured 

everything in terms of money and what money could buy. After getting an expensive gift 

for her, he was at a loss what to write on the card. He was empty inside and only one 

word came out: “impressed”. Gariella received it and the word ‘put the awfulness of her 

life into perspective. She had spent three years with this man. He had nothing to say to 

her.’ Emotion is neither a brand nor an object after all. Unable to bear the pain of 

emotional distance between them, she decided to leave Guy.  
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One Virus Paralyzing the World 

The confusion, anxiety and uncertainty of his life in Silicon Valley drove Arjun to 

put his pet Leela Viruses to the information network of the cyber world, especially to 

attack the system of Virugenix to make them aware of his own importance and his 

technical ability to solve computer viruses. His intention was simple: he was sacked from 

his job and wanted to be reinstated by letting his employer know his talent in decoding 

the virus. At first, his virus did not give him the attention he wanted from his company. 

He felt like “as a spaceman, attached to it by a slender umbilicus.”(138) then, he infused 

more viruses and they got out of control, giving unimaginable impact on lives and 

companies in other remote places of the globe. 

Leela Zahir viruses traveled faster in the worldwide system more than one could 

imagine: ‘Packets of data streamed through the wires, through MAE-West and East, into 

hubs and rings in Chicago and Atlanta and Dallas and New York, out of others in London 

and Tokyo, through the vast SEA-ME-WE 3 cable under the Pacific and its siblings on 

the seabed of the Atlantic…to communication satellites, or was converted into radio 

waves to be spat out of transmitters, passing through people and buildings, traveling 

away into space.’(110) they created “an informational disaster” in the cyberspaces and 

‘the communal depression of network administrators yearning for perfection while faced 

with appalling losses, drop-outs, crashes and absences of every kind.’(258) a number of 

major networks went down simultaneously: mobile telephony, airline reservations, 

transatlantic email traffic and automated-teller machines. It failed transmission of 

information and unmasked the myth of the certainty in the information world. It became 

“a moment of maximal uncertainty” and “afterwards there were absences, gaps which 

have never been filled.”(258)  

The Leela viruses completely damaged international corporate agencies like 

Tomorrow* in London and Virugenix, “the holy of holies, home of the Ghostbusters” in 

the States. The guy felt “like a cable that had been stretched too far.”(244) His bright, fast 

career, which took years to build up toppled down in a moment. His crucial presentation 

at Transcendent, “a truly globalized branding agency, concentrating on the local needs of 
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transnational clients,”(169) failed due to power cut caused by Leela-viruses and fell into 

the mess of illegal immigrants.. 

 

Discontent with Globalization 

Globalization can be a force for good, but for millions of people it has not 

worked. ‘Many have actually been worse off, as they have seen their jobs destroyed and 

their lives become more insecure. They have felt increasingly powerless against forces 

beyond their control. They have seen their democracies undermined, their cultures 

eroded.’(Stiglitz, 248) They become more critical of it and withdraw their full consent 

from its in ‘countless diverse acts and beliefs that send forth ripples of doubt and 

questions concerning the viability and sustainability of neoliberal 

globalization.’(Mittelman, 76) Kunzru’s narrative exposes the technologically wired 

commercial world, its illusion and disillusionment, its necessity and vulnerability. ‘We 

want to abolish the unknown’ and ‘we have drenched the world in information in the 

hope that the unknown will finally and definitely go away. But the information is not the 

same as knowledge.’ ‘Perfect information is… a signal transmitted from a sender to a 

receiver without loss, without the introduction of the smallest uncertainty or 

confusion.’(257) On a Greyday, when information transmission flops, everybody and 

everything relying on informational certainty go through life-changing experiences.   

Instead of getting back his job, Arjun’s umbilicus was cut and he drifted off into 

the space. He was reduced to a fluid postmodern nomad running away from the police, 

transforming his identity, moving from place to place, dislocated from his own root, 

family, ethnicity, nation and identity. The FBI declared him a “cyber terror suspect” 

(201) and wanted him for breaching national security. He supposed it was “the revenge of 

the uncontrollable world” (149) on him. ‘He had tried to act, but instead had made 

himself a non-person’. (149) His de-humanized dislocation is extremely worrying. 

Instead of Arjun, the FBI killed an unidentified South-East Asian teenager in a motel in 

Maxico. Arjun’s family had to flee to Australia and Gabbar Singh’s Internet Shack in 

Delhi had changed into a fancy-goods shop and its manager Amir Khan vanished. Cut 

loose into the space of global world, he disappeared and never reappeared, meaning he 
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had turned into “a non- person”, the ironical gift of global process. In the last paragraph, 

Kunsru depicted Arjun like a kind of UFO: ‘There are sightings of Arjun Mehta… around 

the world… He is spotted one day at an anti-globalization demo in Paris’. (281) rendered 

totally homeless, his only consolation might be that Leela, the person not the actress, was 

with him to give him company.   

Guy Swift disappeared from his hotel room in Sweden. Days later, after being 

mistaken for an illegal immigrant and after surviving the torture of border security, he 

was found on a holiday beach. His Tomorrow* collapsed and he changed into an 

environmentalist. Totally opposite to his previous appearance of a London media-agency 

boss, he now wore shabby clothes and his nails were “cracked and dirty” (262) and lived 

in a cottage with flower pots on the windowsill. He talked about the earth as the source of 

life. He claimed London ‘causes an immense distortion of the earth’s natural energy field, 

a distortion which inflicts physical and psychological suffering on the people forced to 

live inside it.’(263) Kunzru wrote, ‘The new Guy Swift is a sincere man.’(263)    

Arjun works in America and Guy in London. They never meet each other 

anywhere in the narrative. However, a similarity between them is that both are subjects 

living in our global technological world, models of commercial culture of consumer 

capitalism. Both come across as an example of individualization of human existence with 

weakened societal bonds or liberated individuals trying to cope with the consequences of 

disorganized global-scapes. Their lives reveal the strength and weakness of global 

lifestyles. Both live emotionally stunted existence, embrace fast-paced lifestyles, lack 

rootedness to their local territory, and are unable to bond emotionally and realistically 

with others. Both initially embrace the opportunities of a glittering global dream, and end 

up being disillusioned. Then, an inexplicable global chain of causes and effects seized 

their lives. Finally, situations rather than individual choices force them to take a U-turn 

for better or worse and form parts of micro-resistances to create spaces in which they can 

live by values contrary to the dominant order of globalization. 

                            …………………………. 
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